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OVERVIEW & ELIGIBILITY
About the ITF Main Stage Program.
There is nothing like the thrill of performing
for thousands of fellow Thespians, and the
ITF main stage is where your troupe can do
just that!
During the 2022-2023 academic year, Thespian
troupes may have one of their live, full-length
productions (a play or a musical) adjudicated for
constructive feedback and the chance to be invited
to perform on the main stage at ITF. Adjudications
will be done virtually, and up to eight (8) highscoring troupes will be selected to bring their full,
live productions to the campus of Indiana University
to share with the world. Additionally, each selected
troupe’s submission video will be made available to
online attendees via the ITF 2023 Virtual Experience.
(Additional approvals required. See ITF Production
Requirements, pg. 22.)

LIVE PRODUCTIONS
A “live production” is defined as an onstage, in-person
play or musical. It does not include productions that
feature video editing or prerecorded performances,
graphic enhancements or animations that do
not appear live onstage, or video effects that are
considered acceptable for streaming productions (a
style of virtual production we called “Hybrid/VideoEnhanced” that was accepted during the pandemic).

FEEDBACK ONLY
Troupes interested in receiving feedback for
educational purposes may opt out of consideration
for the ITF main stage. Simply indicate so by checking
the “feedback only” box on the application form. The
adjudication fee still applies.

International Thespian Festival

ELIGIBILITY
Any Thespian troupe in good standing with the
parent organization (ITS/EdTA) is eligible for main
stage adjudication. To be eligible for ITF 2023,
productions must be staged between September 1,
2022 - February 15, 2023.
To give as many troupes as possible the chance to
perform at ITF, troupes selected to perform on the
main stage in 2022 are not eligible to perform on
the main stage in 2023. Troupes that are selected to
perform on the main stage in 2023 are not eligible to
perform in the Chapter Select Showcase in 2023 or
on the main stage in 2024 (i.e., troupes must take a
year off from performing on the main stage and may
not perform on the main stage and in the Chapter
Select Showcase in the same year).
Interested directors are strongly encouraged to take the
main stage adjudication course found online in EdTA’s
Learning Center to better understand the process.
2023 Main Stage Guide
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APPLICATION, FEES & PAYMENT
The online application form should be completed
by the director of the production in collaboration
with the Thespian troupe director, if they are not the
same individual. The application is submitted digitally
through EdTA’s private online submission platform,
OpenWater.
A $249 (USD) non-refundable adjudication fee
is required per submission. Each troupe may only
submit one production to be adjudicated per
academic year. Adjudication fees are due with
applications no later than October 15, 2022.

WHERE TO APPLY
Visit https://itf.schooltheatre.org/mainstage.cfm to apply for a 2023 ITF main
stage adjudication.
Applications will be accepted from
August 15 - October 15, 2022.

Refunds will not be issued for adjudication fees.
(Exceptions may be made should the production be
canceled or rescheduled due to complications from
COVID-19.)

IMPORTANT DATES
• AUGUST 15, 2022
Application submission period opens

• OCTOBER 15, 2022
Application submission period closes; all
applications and corresponding payments due

• FEBRUARY 15, 2023
Adjudication materials due*

• MARCH 1, 2023
Invitations issued; feedback delivered to all
participating troupes

• MARCH 15, 2023
Acceptance forms and technical requirements due

• APRIL 1, 2023
Lineup announced; once EdTA announces full
lineup, schools/troupes may announce publicly
International Thespian Festival

• MAY 3, 2023
Deadline for main stage cast, crew, musicians,
and volunteers to register for ITF 2023; proof of
performance license due

• MAY 10, 2023

Deadline to assign housing and submit parking
pass requests for main stage cast, crew, musicians, and volunteers

• MAY 25, 2023
Lighting plots and stage plans (blueprints, scenic
renderings, scale drawings, etc.), digital programs,
and shipping/transportation logistics due

• JUNE 18, 2023
Production meeting and venue tours at 4 p.m. ET
at Indiana University
* See Submission Procedure, pg. 6.
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SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
The following are required of each troupe
submitting an application.
LICENSING REQUIREMENTS
• A copy of the licensing agreement and video
license (or the adjudication permission form) for
the troupe’s production must be submitted to EdTA
at least two weeks before the troupe’s scheduled
performances.
• The video license must allow recording of at
least one performance to be shared with EdTA
for adjudication (or troupes may submit a signed
adjudication permission form from the licensing
agency).
• The troupe/school must pay all royalties and
adhere to the policies in the production contract
with the licensing agency in order to be eligible for
the main stage at ITF.

SUBMISSION PROCEDURE
Both the application and adjudication process will
be conducted via OpenWater. Productions will be
screened digitally by uploading video submissions
to a secure video hosting platform, such as Vimeo or
YouTube, selecting the appropriate privacy settings,
and providing the URL to EdTA in OpenWater for
adjudication. It is a violation of your licensing
agreement to make the video publicly available
for viewing without express written consent
from the rights holder. Productions are not to
exceed a two-and-a-half-hour running time (150
minutes), including intermission, and videos should
be submitted for adjudication within two (2) weeks
of the final performance date indicated on the
licensing agreement, or by February 15, 2023
(whichever comes first).

VIDEO REQUIREMENTS
• Multiple camera angles are allowed for video
submissions, so long as the final recording is
comprised of one continuous, live performance.
There may not be any additional editing of the
performance video – the recording should only
stop for intermissions. It is incredibly easy to
identify a recording edited across multiple
performances, and any questionable videos
will be flagged for disqualification.

• Be sure to check the sound balance on the video
between the musical accompaniment and vocalists
before recording your performance. Conduct
sound tests if necessary.
• Test light levels on the recording device before
recording your performance to avoid washout and/
or shadowy video captures. Check multiple lighting
cues to see how each reads on camera and ensure
your video operator knows how to adjust for clarity.

MAKE THE BEST RECORDING YOU CAN OF YOUR SHOW.
It should let the adjudicator see and hear the performance as well as possible;
ideally, as if they were there in person.
International Thespian Festival
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ADJUDICATION PROCESS
ADJUDICATION PANELS
All productions will be adjudicated virtually via
OpenWater by an adjudication team comprised
of multiple adjudicators. Adjudications will occur
as video submissions are received. An EdTA staff
member will assign adjudicators to score productions
based on availability. Adjudicators are required to
complete training courses and be up-to-date on
current practices regularly.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Adjudicators must disclose any conflicts of interest
prior to scoring a production. Adjudicators will not
be assigned to score a production should any of the
following conflicts of interest arise:

Casey Schenk | The Book of Will
Washburn Rural High School | Troupe 6193
Topeka, KS | Director: Maeghan Bishop

EVALUATION & FEEDBACK
Productions will be evaluated based on the
appropriate main stage adjudication rubric (musical
or play; see pgs. 8-20). The full rubric, an overall score,
and written feedback from the adjudicators will be
shared with each director via OpenWater once the
adjudication is complete.

International Thespian Festival

• The adjudicator and/or their troupe is also
submitting a production for consideration.
• The production to be adjudicated is from the
adjudicator’s home chapter.
• Any other conflicts of interest the adjudicator
discloses.

EDUCATION IS CENTRAL TO THE
ADJUDICATION PROCESS.
The evaluations rubrics are designed to
provide educational feedback to directors
and students involved with the production,
regardless of whether the show is invited to
perform on the main stage at ITF.

2023 Main Stage Guide
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RUBRICS
Main Stage Production
Musical Adjudication Rubric
© 2022 Educational Theatre Association. All rights reserved.

©

Troupe Director Name

Troupe Director Email

Phone Number

School Name

School Address

Title 1 School? (Y/N)

Grade Levels: (check all that apply)
❑ 6 ❑ 7 ❑ 8 ❑ 9 ❑ 10 ❑ 11 ❑ 12

School Type:
❑ Standard High School ❑ Magnet Program ❑ School of the Arts

Demographics of Student Body: Select all races/ethnicities represented at your school. Then, indicate the percentage of
each as part of the total student body.
❑ Aboriginal/First Nations ______ ❑ American Indian/Alaska Native ______ ❑ Asian ______
❑ Black/African American ______
❑ White/Caucasian ______

❑ Latinx/Hispanic ______

❑ Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander ______

❑ More than one race/ethnicity _____

Total Enrollment (can be approximate)
Percentage of BIPOC Enrollment in the School
Annual Budget for the Theatre Program
Anticipated Budget for this Production
Number of Students Involved in the Production
Number of Professional Staff Involved in the Production
Number of Parents/Volunteers Involved in the Production
Production Director’s Name

Director’s Interpretation/Intent

Title of Production

Author(s)/Composer(s)

Publisher/Licensing Agent

Performance Date(s)

Are you applying for educational feedback ONLY?
❑ Yes, I only want feedback on this production. I do not
wish to be considered for the main stage at ITF.

Run Time (min.)

❑ No, I want to receive feedback and be considered for the
main stage at ITF.

Terms: To have a production submitted and presented at ITF, directors must obtain video permission/rights granted to
your school by the rights holder for adjudication purposes (and virtual performances, if applicable), pay all royalties and
adhere to the policies in their production contract with the publisher/licensing company, and, if selected for the main
stage, secure written permission from the publisher or licensing agency for presentation during the festival.

(Applicant Signature) I agree to the above responsibilities.

International Thespian Festival
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SKILLS

Interpretation

4 | Superior

3 | Excellent

2 | Good

1 | Fair

There was a consistent
interpretation of the
material.

There was a mostly
consistent
interpretation of the
material.

There was a somewhat
consistent
interpretation of the
material.

The show did not have
a consistent
interpretation.

The production moved
smoothly and the
tempo/pace assisted
the mood of the show.

The production moved
smoothly most of the
time, while the
tempo/pace assisted
the mood of the show.

The production moved
smoothly some of the
time while the
tempo/pace assisted
the mood of the show
to varying degrees.

The production did not
move smoothly and the
tempo/pace did not
assist the mood of the
show.

The blocking/staging
was interesting and
justified by the actors
and there were
effective pictures
created onstage.

The blocking/staging
was mostly interesting
and justified by the
actors and the pictures
created onstage were
effective most of the
time.

The blocking/staging
was somewhat
interesting and justified
by the actors and the
pictures created
onstage were
sometimes effective.

The blocking/staging
was not interesting or
justified by the actors
and the pictures
created onstage were
not effective.

Most characters were
believable and there
was depth in the
development of most
characters. Most actors
committed to their
characters and most
played objectives rather
than emotions.

Several characters were
believable and there
was depth in the
development of several
characters. Some actors
committed to their
characters and some
played objectives rather
than emotions.

Few, if any, characters
were believable and/or
developed. Frew actors
committed to their
characters and few
played objectives rather
than emotions.

Above standard

At standard

Near standard

Aspiring to standard

SCORE

Comment:

Tempo &
Rhythm

Comment:

Blocking

Comment:

Characterization All the characters were
believable and there
was depth in the
development of each
character. The actors
committed to their
characters and played
objectives rather than
emotions.

Comment:

International Thespian Festival
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Ensemble

The entire cast
developed a community
onstage. Everyone was
engaged in the action
while onstage and
relationships were
clearly defined.

Most of the cast were
able to develop a
community onstage.
Most were engaged in
the action and
relationships were
mostly defined.

Some of the cast were
able to develop a
community onstage.
Some were engaged in
the action and
relationships were
somewhat defined.

Few of the cast
developed a community
onstage. Few were
engaged in the action
and relationships were
rarely defined.

The singing was
appropriate, within the
range of the cast, and
there was a
balance/blend among
the vocalists. The
dialogue was
understandable with
clear diction, and, if
used, accents/dialects
were effective,
consistent, and
understood.

The singing was mostly
appropriate, within the
range of the cast, most
times there was a
balance/blend among
the vocalists. The
dialogue was mostly
understandable with
clear diction, and, if
used, accents/dialects
were mostly effective,
consistent, and
understood.

The singing was
sometimes appropriate,
within the range of the
cast, and there was a
balance/blend among
the vocalists some of
the time. The dialogue
was sometimes
understandable with
clear diction, and, if
used, accents/dialects
were sometimes
effective, consistent,
and understood.

The singing was not
appropriate and/or
within the range of the
cast. There was rarely a
balance/blend among
the vocalists. The
dialogue was rarely
understandable with
unclear diction, and, if
used, accents/ dialects
were rarely effective,
consistent, and
understood.

The choreography style
was appropriate for the
musical and was within
the capabilities of the
cast, who were
committed to the
choreography. The
dancing was polished
and well executed.

The choreography style
mostly appropriate for
the musical and was
mostly within the
capabilities of the cast,
who were mostly
committed to the
choreography. The
dancing was mostly
polished and well
executed.

The choreography style
was somewhat
appropriate for the
musical and was
somewhat within the
capabilities of the cast,
who were somewhat
committed to the
choreography. The
dancing was somewhat
polished and well
executed.

The choreography style
was not appropriate for
the musical and was not
within the capabilities
of the cast, who were
not committed to the
choreography. The
dancing was not
polished and/or well
executed.

Comment:

Vocal Quality

Comment:

Dance/
Choreography

Comment:

International Thespian Festival
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Lighting

The lighting design
supported the
production’s concept. It
enhanced the overall
appearance of the
production, and the
performance areas
were well defined by
the lighting. There were
no inappropriate
shadows or poorly lit
areas. The cues/ effects
were executed
effectively, and lighting
changes supported
music and tempo
changes.

The lighting design
supported the
production’s concept
most of the time. The
lighting enhanced the
overall appearance of
the production most of
the time, and the
performance areas
were mostly defined by
the lighting. There were
few inappropriate
shadows or poorly lit
areas. The cues/effects
were executed
effectively most of the
time, and lighting
changes mostly
supported music and
tempo changes.

The lighting design
supported the
production’s concept
some of the time. The
lighting enhanced the
overall appearance of
the production some of
the time, and the
performance areas
were somewhat
defined by the lighting.
There were several
inappropriate shadows
or poorly lit areas. The
cues/effects were
executed somewhat
effectively, and lighting
changes sometimes
supported music and
tempo changes.

The lighting design did
not support the
production’s concept.
The lighting did not
enhance the overall
appearance of the
production, and the
performance areas
were not well defined
by the lighting. There
were many
inappropriate shadows
or poorly lit areas. The
cues/effects were not
executed effectively,
and lighting changes did
not support music and
tempo chances.

The design supported
the production’s
concept and period
pieces, if used, were
appropriate for the
production. The set
appeared to be well
built and safe, and the
scene changes were
smooth and timely.

The design mostly
supported the
production’s concept
and period pieces, if
used, were mostly
appropriate for the
production. The set
appeared to be mostly
well built and safe, and
scene changes were
smooth and timely
most of the time.

The design somewhat
supported the
production’s concept
and period pieces, if
used, were sometimes
appropriate for the
production. The set
appeared to be
somewhat well built
and safe, and scene
changes were smooth
and timely some of the
time.

The design did not
support the
production’s concept
and period pieces, if
used, were not
appropriate for the
production. The set did
not appear to be well
built and safe, and
scene changes were not
smooth and timely.

The costumes
supported the
production’s concept
and were historically
accurate where
applicable. The
costumes were
consistent in their
design for the entire
cast and appeared to be
well made.

The costumes
supported the
production’s concept
most of the time and
were mostly historically
accurate where
applicable. The
costumes were
consistent in their
design for most of the
cast and appeared to be
mostly well made.

The costumes
supported the
production’s concept
some of the time and
were somewhat
historically accurate
where applicable. The
costumes were
consistent in their
design for some of the
cast and appeared to be
somewhat well made.

The costumes did not
support the
production’s concept
and/or were not
historically accurate
where applicable. The
costumes were not
consistent in their
design for the cast
and/or did not appear
to be well made.

Comment:

Set/Scenery

Comment:

Costumes

Comment:

International Thespian Festival
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Makeup/Hair

The makeup supported
the production’s
concept and the age
and personality of all
characters. The
hairstyles/wigs were
appropriate and/or
suited to the style of
the production.

The makeup mostly
supported the
production’s concept
and the age and
personality of most
characters. The
hairstyles/wigs were
mostly appropriate
and/or suited to the
style of the production.

The makeup sometimes
supported the
production’s concept
and the age and
personality of some
characters. The
hairstyles/wigs were
sometimes appropriate
and/or suited to the
style of the production.

The makeup did not
support the
production’s concept
and/or the age and
personality of the
characters. The
hairstyles/wigs were
not appropriate and/or
suited to the style of
the production.

The props design
supported the
production’s concept.
Props used were
appropriate and
effective, fit the period
and storyline
requirements, and were
used safely and easily
by the cast.

The props design
mostly supported the
production’s concept.
Props used were mostly
appropriate and
effective, mostly fit the
period and storyline
requirements, and were
used safely and easily
by the cast most of the
time.

The props design
sometimes supported
the production’s
concept. Props used
were sometimes
appropriate and
effective, sometimes fit
the period and storyline
requirements, and were
used safely and easily
by the cast some of the
time.

The props design did
not support the
production’s concept.
Props used were not
appropriate and
effective, rarely fit the
period and storyline
requirements, and were
not used safely and/or
easily by the cast.

The sound design
supported the
production’s concept.
All aspects of the
performance could be
heard and the mics, if
used, were balanced
and free of feedback.
Any background/
transition music and
sound effects
supported the mood
and period of the
production.

The sound design
mostly supported the
production’s concept.
Most aspects of the
performance could be
heard and the mics, if
used, were mostly
balanced and free of
feedback. Any
background/transition
music and sound effects
somewhat supported
the mood and period of
the production.

The sound design
sometimes supported
the production’s
concept. Some aspects
of the performance
could be heard and the
mics, if used, were
sometimes balanced
and free of feedback.
Any background/
transition music and
sound effects
somewhat supported
the mood and period of
the production.

The sound design did
not support the
production’s concept.
Aspects of the
performance could
rarely be heard and the
mics, if used, were
rarely balanced and
free of feedback. Any
background/transition
music and sound effects
rarely supported the
mood and period of the
production.

Comment:

Properties

Comment:

Sound

Comment:

International Thespian Festival
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The orchestra/
Musical
Accompaniment accompaniment tracks

The orchestra/
accompaniment tracks
blended well and were were mostly blended
balanced with the
well and balanced with
vocalists. Musicians, if the vocalists. Musicians,
used, performed the
if used, mostly
orchestrations
performed the
effectively with smooth orchestrations
musical transitions.
effectively with mostly
smooth musical
transitions.

The orchestra/
accompaniment tracks
were sometimes
blended well and
balanced with the
vocalists. Musicians, if
used, sometimes
performed the
orchestrations
effectively with
somewhat smooth
musical transitions.

The orchestra/
accompaniment tracks
were rarely blended
well and balanced with
the vocalists. Musicians,
if used, did not perform
the orchestrations
effectively and musical
transitions were not
smooth.

The overall design
supported the
production’s concept
and were cohesive in
creating the world of
the show. Projections, if
used, were effective.

The overall design
mostly supported the
production’s concept
and were mostly
cohesive in creating the
world of the show.
Projections, if used,
were mostly effective.

The overall design
sometimes supported
the production’s
concept and were
sometimes cohesive in
creating the world of
the show. Projections, if
used, were sometimes
effective.

The overall design did
not support the
production’s concept
and was not cohesive in
creating the world of
the show. Projections, if
used, were not
effective.

Stage combat was
believable and safely
choreographed.

Most of the stage
combat was believable
and safely
choreographed.

Some of the stage
combat was believable
and safely
choreographed.

Little of the stage
combat was believable
and/or safely
choreographed.

Special effects
enhanced the
production and were
designed and executed
in a safe manner while
being consistent with
the rest of the
production’s design
aesthetic.

Special effects mostly
enhanced the
production and were
mostly designed and
executed in a safe
manner while being
mostly consistent with
the rest of the
production’s design
aesthetic.

Special effects
sometimes enhanced
the production and
were sometimes
designed and executed
in a safe manner while
being sometimes
consistent with the rest
of the production’s
design aesthetic.

Special effects rarely
enhanced the
production and/or were
not designed and
executed in a safe
manner. Effects were
rarely consistent with
the rest of the
production’s design
aesthetic.

Comment:

Visual
Cohesiveness

Comment:

Stage Combat

(Judges may use N/A
in this category but
must come to a
consensus whether
to do so.)

Comment:

Special Effects

(Judges may use N/A
in this category but
must come to a
consensus whether
to do so.)

Comment:

International Thespian Festival
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Overall
Performance

All aspects of the
production – technical
and performance –
worked together to
present a cohesive
viewing experience.

Most aspects of the
production – technical
and performance –
worked together to
present a cohesive
viewing experience.

Several aspects of the
production – technical
and performance –
worked together to
present a cohesive
viewing experience.

Few, if any, aspects of
the production –
technical and
performance – worked
together to present a
cohesive viewing
experience.

Comment:

TOTAL SCORE
RATING
(circle one)

4 | Superior 3 | Excellent

Judge’s Name

International Thespian Festival

2 | Good

1 | Fair

Judge’s Signature
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Main Stage Production
Play Adjudication Rubric
© 2022 Educational Theatre Association. All rights reserved.

©

Troupe Director Name

Troupe Director Email

Phone Number

School Name

School Address

Title 1 School? (Y/N)

Grade Levels: (check all that apply)
❑ 6 ❑ 7 ❑ 8 ❑ 9 ❑ 10 ❑ 11 ❑ 12

School Type:
❑ Standard High School ❑ Magnet Program ❑ School of the Arts

Demographics of Student Body: Select all races/ethnicities represented at your school. Then, indicate the percentage of
each as part of the total student body.
❑ Aboriginal/First Nations ______ ❑ American Indian/Alaska Native ______ ❑ Asian ______
❑ Black/African American ______
❑ White/Caucasian ______

❑ Latinx/Hispanic ______

❑ Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander ______

❑ More than one race/ethnicity _____

Total Enrollment (can be approximate)
Percentage of BIPOC Enrollment in the School
Annual Budget for the Theatre Program
Anticipated Budget for this Production
Number of Students Involved in the Production
Number of Professional Staff Involved in the Production
Number of Parents/Volunteers Involved in the Production
Production Director’s Name

Director’s Interpretation/Intent

Title of Production

Author(s)/Composer(s)

Publisher/Licensing Agent

Performance Date(s)

Are you applying for educational feedback ONLY?
❑ Yes, I only want feedback on this production. I do not
wish to be considered for the main stage at ITF.

Run Time (min.)

❑ No, I want to receive feedback and be considered for the
main stage at ITF.

Terms: To have a production submitted and presented at ITF, directors must obtain video permission/rights granted to
your school by the rights holder for adjudication purposes (and virtual performances, if applicable), pay all royalties and
adhere to the policies in their production contract with the publisher/licensing company, and, if selected for the main
stage, secure written permission from the publisher or licensing agency for presentation during the festival.

(Applicant Signature) I agree to the above responsibilities.

International Thespian Festival
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SKILLS

Interpretation

4 | Superior

3 | Excellent

2 | Good

1 | Fair

There was a consistent
interpretation of the
material.

There was a mostly
consistent
interpretation of the
material.

There was a somewhat
consistent
interpretation of the
material.

The show did not have
a consistent
interpretation.

The production moved
smoothly and the
tempo/pace assisted
the mood of the show.

The production moved
smoothly most of the
time, while the
tempo/pace assisted
the mood of the show.

The production moved
smoothly some of the
time while the
tempo/pace assisted
the mood of the show
to varying degrees.

The production did not
move smoothly and the
tempo/pace did not
assist the mood of the
show.

The blocking/staging
was interesting and
justified by the actors
and there were
effective pictures
created onstage.

The blocking/staging
was mostly interesting
and justified by the
actors and the pictures
created onstage were
effective most of the
time.

The blocking/staging
was somewhat
interesting and justified
by the actors and the
pictures created
onstage were
sometimes effective.

The blocking/staging
was not interesting or
justified by the actors
and the pictures
created onstage were
not effective.

Most characters were
believable and there
was depth in the
development of most
characters. Most actors
committed to their
characters and most
played objectives rather
than emotions.

Several characters were
believable and there
was depth in the
development of several
characters. Some actors
committed to their
characters and some
played objectives rather
than emotions.

Few, if any, characters
were believable and/or
developed. Frew actors
committed to their
characters and few
played objectives rather
than emotions.

Above standard

At standard

Near standard

Aspiring to standard

SCORE

Comment:

Tempo &
Rhythm

Comment:

Blocking

Comment:

Characterization All the characters were
believable and there
was depth in the
development of each
character. The actors
committed to their
characters and played
objectives rather than
emotions.

Comment:
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Ensemble

The entire cast
developed a community
onstage. Everyone was
engaged in the action
while onstage and
relationships were
clearly defined.

Most of the cast were
able to develop a
community onstage.
Most were engaged in
the action and
relationships were
mostly defined.

Some of the cast were
able to develop a
community onstage.
Some were engaged in
the action and
relationships were
somewhat defined.

Few of the cast
developed a community
onstage. Few were
engaged in the action
and relationships were
rarely defined.

The dialogue was
understandable with
clear diction, and, if
used, accents/dialects
were effective,
consistent, and
understood.

The dialogue was
mostly understandable
with clear diction, and,
if used, accents/dialects
were mostly effective,
consistent, and
understood.

The dialogue was
sometimes
understandable with
clear diction, and, if
used, accents/dialects
were sometimes
effective, consistent,
and understood.

The dialogue was rarely
understandable with
unclear diction, and, if
used, accents/ dialects
were rarely effective,
consistent, and
understood.

The lighting design
supported the
production’s concept. It
enhanced the overall
appearance of the
production, and the
performance areas
were well defined by
the lighting. There were
no inappropriate
shadows or poorly lit
areas. The cues/ effects
were executed
effectively, and lighting
changes supported
music and tempo
changes.

The lighting design
supported the
production’s concept
most of the time. The
lighting enhanced the
overall appearance of
the production most of
the time, and the
performance areas
were mostly defined by
the lighting. There were
few inappropriate
shadows or poorly lit
areas. The cues/effects
were executed
effectively most of the
time, and lighting
changes mostly
supported music and
tempo changes.

The lighting design
supported the
production’s concept
some of the time. The
lighting enhanced the
overall appearance of
the production some of
the time, and the
performance areas
were somewhat
defined by the lighting.
There were several
inappropriate shadows
or poorly lit areas. The
cues/effects were
executed somewhat
effectively, and lighting
changes sometimes
supported music and
tempo changes.

The lighting design did
not support the
production’s concept.
The lighting did not
enhance the overall
appearance of the
production, and the
performance areas
were not well defined
by the lighting. There
were many
inappropriate shadows
or poorly lit areas. The
cues/effects were not
executed effectively,
and lighting changes did
not support music and
tempo chances.

Comment:

Vocal Quality

Comment:

Lighting

Comment:
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Set/Scenery

The design supported
the production’s
concept and period
pieces, if used, were
appropriate for the
production. The set
appeared to be well
built and safe, and the
scene changes were
smooth and timely.

The design mostly
supported the
production’s concept
and period pieces, if
used, were mostly
appropriate for the
production. The set
appeared to be mostly
well built and safe, and
scene changes were
smooth and timely
most of the time.

The design somewhat
supported the
production’s concept
and period pieces, if
used, were sometimes
appropriate for the
production. The set
appeared to be
somewhat well built
and safe, and scene
changes were smooth
and timely some of the
time.

The design did not
support the
production’s concept
and period pieces, if
used, were not
appropriate for the
production. The set did
not appear to be well
built and safe, and
scene changes were not
smooth and timely.

The costumes
supported the
production’s concept
and were historically
accurate where
applicable. The
costumes were
consistent in their
design for the entire
cast and appeared to be
well made.

The costumes
supported the
production’s concept
most of the time and
were mostly historically
accurate where
applicable. The
costumes were
consistent in their
design for most of the
cast and appeared to be
mostly well made.

The costumes
supported the
production’s concept
some of the time and
were somewhat
historically accurate
where applicable. The
costumes were
consistent in their
design for some of the
cast and appeared to be
somewhat well made.

The costumes did not
support the
production’s concept
and/or were not
historically accurate
where applicable. The
costumes were not
consistent in their
design for the cast
and/or did not appear
to be well made.

The makeup supported
the production’s
concept and the age
and personality of all
characters. The
hairstyles/wigs were
appropriate and/or
suited to the style of
the production.

The makeup mostly
supported the
production’s concept
and the age and
personality of most
characters. The
hairstyles/wigs were
mostly appropriate
and/or suited to the
style of the production.

The makeup sometimes
supported the
production’s concept
and the age and
personality of some
characters. The
hairstyles/wigs were
sometimes appropriate
and/or suited to the
style of the production.

The makeup did not
support the
production’s concept
and/or the age and
personality of the
characters. The
hairstyles/wigs were
not appropriate and/or
suited to the style of
the production.

Comment:

Costumes

Comment:

Makeup/Hair

Comment:
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Properties

The props design
supported the
production’s concept.
Props used were
appropriate and
effective, fit the period
and storyline
requirements, and were
used safely and easily
by the cast.

The props design
mostly supported the
production’s concept.
Props used were mostly
appropriate and
effective, mostly fit the
period and storyline
requirements, and were
used safely and easily
by the cast most of the
time.

The props design
sometimes supported
the production’s
concept. Props used
were sometimes
appropriate and
effective, sometimes fit
the period and storyline
requirements, and were
used safely and easily
by the cast some of the
time.

The props design did
not support the
production’s concept.
Props used were not
appropriate and
effective, rarely fit the
period and storyline
requirements, and were
not used safely and/or
easily by the cast.

The sound design
supported the
production’s concept.
All aspects of the
performance could be
heard and the mics, if
used, were balanced
and free of feedback.
Any background/
transition music and
sound effects
supported the mood
and period of the
production.

The sound design
mostly supported the
production’s concept.
Most aspects of the
performance could be
heard and the mics, if
used, were mostly
balanced and free of
feedback. Any
background/transition
music and sound effects
somewhat supported
the mood and period of
the production.

The sound design
sometimes supported
the production’s
concept. Some aspects
of the performance
could be heard and the
mics, if used, were
sometimes balanced
and free of feedback.
Any background/
transition music and
sound effects
somewhat supported
the mood and period of
the production.

The sound design did
not support the
production’s concept.
Aspects of the
performance could
rarely be heard and the
mics, if used, were
rarely balanced and
free of feedback. Any
background/transition
music and sound effects
rarely supported the
mood and period of the
production.

The overall design
supported the
production’s concept
and were cohesive in
creating the world of
the show. Projections, if
used, were effective.

The overall design
mostly supported the
production’s concept
and were mostly
cohesive in creating the
world of the show.
Projections, if used,
were mostly effective.

The overall design
sometimes supported
the production’s
concept and were
sometimes cohesive in
creating the world of
the show. Projections, if
used, were sometimes
effective.

The overall design did
not support the
production’s concept
and was not cohesive in
creating the world of
the show. Projections, if
used, were not
effective.

Comment:

Sound

Comment:

Visual
Cohesiveness

Comment:
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Stage Combat

(Judges may use N/A
in this category but
must come to a
consensus whether
to do so.)

Stage combat was
believable and safely
choreographed.

Most of the stage
combat was believable
and safely
choreographed.

Some of the stage
combat was believable
and safely
choreographed.

Little of the stage
combat was believable
and/or safely
choreographed.

Special effects
enhanced the
production and were
designed and executed
in a safe manner while
being consistent with
the rest of the
production’s design
aesthetic.

Special effects mostly
enhanced the
production and were
mostly designed and
executed in a safe
manner while being
mostly consistent with
the rest of the
production’s design
aesthetic.

Special effects
sometimes enhanced
the production and
were sometimes
designed and executed
in a safe manner while
being sometimes
consistent with the rest
of the production’s
design aesthetic.

Special effects rarely
enhanced the
production and/or were
not designed and
executed in a safe
manner. Effects were
rarely consistent with
the rest of the
production’s design
aesthetic.

All aspects of the
production – technical
and performance –
worked together to
present a cohesive
production.

Most aspects of the
production – technical
and performance –
worked together to
present a cohesive
production.

Several aspects of the
production – technical
and performance –
worked together to
present a cohesive
production.

Few, if any, aspects of
the production –
technical and
performance – worked
together to present a
cohesive production.

Comment:

Special Effects

(Judges may use N/A
in this category but
must come to a
consensus whether
to do so.)

Comment:

Overall
Performance

Comment:

TOTAL SCORE
RATING
(circle one)

4 | Superior 3 | Excellent

Judge’s Name

International Thespian Festival

2 | Good

1 | Fair
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SELECTION PROCESS
Understanding how shows are invited to ITF.
Up to six (6) live productions will be selected for the ITF 2023 main stage lineup. The final lineup will depend on
the number and types of productions submitted as well as logistical considerations. Productions will be selected
for the ITF main stage based on the following factors:

1

SCORE
Achieving among the highest average scores according
to the main stage adjudication rubric is the first factor
in weighing which productions will be invited to give
an exhibition performance on the main stage at ITF.

2

PROMOTING DIVERSITY,
INCLUSION, CULTURAL
COMPETENCY

Promoting diversity, inclusion,
and cultural comptency in the cast, crew, director,
playwright, and/or the subject matter of the work. If topscoring producitons lack representation for underserved
populations and artists, other high-scoring productions that
do represent these communities may be selected instead to
ensure diversity, equity, and inclusion on the main stage.

Jerrick Smith | Groundhog Day: The Musical
Bradford High School | Troupe 4982
Kenosha, WI | Director: Holly Stanfield

3

International Thespian Festival

VARIETY

Creating a well-rounded main stage lineup that
provides variety for festival attendees and fits the
themes and needs of the event. For example, two
productions of the same show will not be chosen even
if they are both among the top scorers to provide variety in title
selection. Or, if the top-scoring productions are all musicals, highscoring plays may be selected to provide a variety of genre.

4

TECHNICAL COMPLEXITY
Complexity of technical requirements (load-in/out, sets,
trucking, special equipment required to execute the
production) may factor into the decision on whether or
not troupes are able to bring their productions to ITF.
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ITF PRODUCTION
REQUIREMENTS

Bus Stop I Paola High School I Troupe 66 I Paola, KS I Director: Leslie Coats

1

PRE-FESTIVAL
PLANNING

1. The production presented at ITF must be
substantially the same production presented
for adjudication. For example, production
values (sets, props, costumes, staging, use of
musicians/accompaniment tracks) must remain
consistent from adjudication to exhibition
performance at ITF. Any changes to casting
(emergency or otherwise) must be submitted
and approved by the EdTA staff prior to the
event. NOTE: Exceptions will be considered for
incidents involving COVID-19 and corresponding
restrictions.
2. The troupe/school must obtain additional
approval from the licensing agency for two
in-person performances and one virtual
performance at ITF and supply EdTA with a copy
of that approval. Proof of permission to perform
must be received no later than May 3, 2023.
Any additional royalties incurred for the festival
performances must be paid by the troupe/
school.
3. The performing troupe must identify a primary
contact with whom all correspondence from
EdTA will be communicated.

International Thespian Festival

2

BRINGING YOUR CAST,
CREW & PRODUCTION

1. The primary contact of the performing troupe
must register cast, crew, adult chaperones/stage
crew, volunteers, and musicians for ITF by May 3,
2023 and comply with EdTA’s COVID-19 policy
at the time of registration. All adults registered
with a main stage production must consent to
a background check. (See the FAQ for questions
about adult production staff.)
2. The primary contact of the performing troupe
must submit housing assignments and parking
pass requests no later than May 10, 2023.
3. The primary contact must complete the following
by May 25, 2023:
• Participate in a pre-production meeting with
EdTA and Indiana University representatives.
• Submit lighting plots and stage plans (blueprints, scenic renderings, scale drawings, etc.).
• Coordinate all shipping and transportation
logistics and submit plans to EdTA.
• Submit digital programs (which include any
updated cast, crew, advertisements, thankyou notes, etc.). No paper programs are
allowed at ITF.
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3

AT INDIANA
UNIVERSITY

1. Main stage directors must arrive on campus on
Sunday, June 18,2023.
2. Main stage directors will meet and tour venues with the
production team between 4-5 p.m. on Sunday, June 18,
2023.
3. Troupes presenting on the main stage must mount and
strike the set.
4. Productions are allowed a maximum of eight hours to set
up (may be split over two consecutive days depending on
venue scheduling) and two hours to strike.
5. Productions
are not to
exceed a
two-anda-half-hour
running time
(150 minutes),
including
intermission.
6. All scenery, props,
costumes, makeup, etc., must
be supplied by the performing
troupe.
7. IU venues have various lighting and sound
equipment available, but they may not fill the
needs of the productions selected to perform
on the main stage. We will work with selected
troupes to accommodate their own lighting/
sound elements if needed.
8. Productions must adhere to stage safety
guidelines (see pg. 27).

Jasmine Iacullo | Catch Me If You Can
North Broward Preparatory School | Troupe 5880
Coconut Creek, FL | Director: Brian Edgecomb
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ITF MAIN STAGE
SPECIFICATIONS
Information useful in planning a production that can
transfer to Indiana University’s venues.

IU AUDITORIUM
Proscinium
(maximum opening)

54 feet 8 inches wide x 24 feet 9 inches high (to permanent soft valance)
41 feet 11 inches (lip of stage to rear wall columns)

Stage Depth

37 feet 2 inches (fire curtain line to rear wall columns)
36 feet 0 inches (fire curtain line to farthest upstage fly line)
4 feet 9 inches (lip of stage to fire curtain line)

Stage Floor

Stage Height

International Thespian Festival

Permanent wood floor will NOT be Marley covered unless brought as part of a
performance troupe’s production design.
70 feet (stage floor to grid)
62 feet 6 inches (high trim for house battens)
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Wing Space
Overall Width

Stage Left: 20 feet (proscenium edge to offstage wall)
Stage Right: 25 feet (proscenium edge to fly rail)
97 feet 9 inches (stage left wall to stage right fly rail)
50 feet 4 inches wide (side to side at apron)

Orchestra Pit/Lift

13 feet (upstage/downstage at center line)
6 feet 6 inches (upstage/downstage at offstage ends)
Counterweight systems/single purchase
18,000 pounds of counterweight available
5 lines per set / 70-foot house pipes
High trim of house pipes +62 feet 6 inches from deck/stage floor
Upright loft block provided for spot lines as needed

Fly Line Sets

5/8-inch diameter, 3-strand twisted lay polyester blend ropes installed for spot lines
Pin rail located stage right, mid-level gallery at +32 feet 9 inches from deck/stage floor
House battens are 2-inch schedule 40 pipe or 12-inch aluminum ladder truss
48 total lines (including electrics); 21 available for use by main stage productions
Main drape, teasers, legs, cyclorama + black traveler for masking cyc are provided
along with electrics and sound monitors
Approximately 1,600 square feet

Rear Stage

13 feet 10 inches to lowest obstruction
Primary clear span area: 30 feet x 30 feet
10 feet x 22 feet 6 inches

Road Mix (Sound)

Located 15 feet 3 inches to 37 feet 9 inches house right of the house center line
117 feet from fire curtain line to near edge of mix position
149 feet from lighting control booth windows to fire curtain line

Lighting/Projectors

175 feet from spot booth window to fire curtain line
93 feet from camera/projector position to fire curtain line
118 feet from balcony edge projector position to fire curtain line

ADDITIONAL SET-UP TIME

With advanced approval, additional set-up and prep time
may be allowed in the Auditorium’s scene shop.

IU AUDITORIUM TOUR VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GE6UI8pRGI

International Thespian Festival
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MUSICAL ARTS CENTER (MAC)
Proscinium
(maximum opening)

54 feet 8 inches wide x 24 feet 9 inches high
64 feet 1 inche (lip of stage to rear sound door)

Stage Depth

57 feet 6 inches (plaster line to rear sound door)
55 feet 2.5 inches (plaster line to farthest upstage fly line)
Apron: 6 feet 7 inches (lip of stage to plaster line)

Stage Height

110 feet (stage floor to grid)
102 feet 6 inches (high trim for house battens)

Wing Space

Stage Left and Stage Right: 17 feet 6 inches (proscenium to sound door wall)

Overall Width

89 feet 8 inches (stage left wall to stage right sound door wall)
59 feet wide (side to side at center)

Orchestra Pit/Lift

17 feet (upstage/downstage at center line)
11 feet 6 inches (upstage/downstage at offstage ends)
Counterweight system/double purchase
25,000 pounds of counterweight available
6 lines per set / 70-foot house pipes
High trim of house pipes +102 feet 6 inches from deck/stage floor

Fly Line Sets

Spot line available from pin rail stage right and left af 44 feet 10 inches from center line
10 total spot lines provided
Pin rail located stage left, mid-level gallery at +48 feet 2 inches from deck/stage floor
House battens are 2-inch schedule 40 pipe
54 total lines (including electrics); 14 available for use by main stage productions
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Fly Line Sets

Main drape, teasers, legs, cyclorama + black traveler for masking the cyc are
provided, along with electrics and sound monitors
Approximately 4,414 square feet

Rear Stage

27 feet 6 inches to lowest obstruction
Primary clear span area: 54 feet x 80 feet

Road Mix (Sound)

Located at the back of house right
90 feet from lighting control booth windows to plaster line

Lighting/Projectors

98 feet from spot booth to plaster line
98 feet from projector position to fire curtain line

MAC TOUR VIDEO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ENL0_UM8wQ

STAGE SAFETY GUIDELINES
To support our teachers and provide a safe
performance experience, EdTA and ITF have
partnered with the United State Institute for Theatre
Technology (USITT) to provide stage safety resources
and educational materials. The following standards
must be reviewed and adhered to by any program
performing on a main stage at ITF:
• Walking and Working Surfaces (OSHA 1910.25):
https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.
show_document?p_table=STANDARDS&p_
id=9717
• Guidance on OSHA standards for Work Surfaces/
Platforms:
http://blog.spikamfg.com/five-key-oshastandards-for-work-platforms
• Stairways and Ladder Safety (OSHA 1926.1052):
https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.
show_document?p_table=STANDARDS&p_
id=10838
• Guidance on OSHA requirements for Guardrail
and Safety Railing Compliance:
https://www.fallprotect.com/techtalk/osharequirements-for-guardrail-and-safety-railingcompliance/
International Thespian Festival
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FAQ
For a complete list of all ITF frequently asked
questions, follow this link:
https://itf.schooltheatre.org/itf_faqs.cfm

CONTACT
For answers to any questions related to the ITF main
stage program, email events@schooltheatre.org.
Groundhog Day: The Musical | Bradford High School
Troupe 4982 | Kenosha, WI | Director: Holly Stanfield

www.itf.schooltheatre.org
© 2022 EdTA

